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The World Needs More Canada - or does it?
"The World Needs More Canada" has become a beloved slogan. It encapsulates one of the country’s
favourite stories about itself: open-minded, immigrant-friendly, tolerant, cosmopolitan. Why do
Canadians believe this? Are these values specifically “Canadian”? How did this national narrative come
into existence? The answers to these questions tell us who we think we are, and what we want the world
to think of us. They go to the heart of Canadian culture and its relationship to the world. This lecture
looks at the literature, history and politics of Canadian cosmopolitanism and how this story is shaping its
future.

Monday, April 9, 2018 | 5-6PM*
McGill Faculty Club, Gold room
To see more information or to register, click here.
*Cocktail reception to follow.

Treading Carefully Between Burden,
Fraud and Threat:
The “(Un)Deserving Refugee” Discourse
in Canadian Jurisprudence

Rediscovering the Scots:
A Colloquium to Inaugurate the Chair in
Canadian-Scottish Studies
As historians increasingly investigate Canadian

A legal and social science literature survey

history’s transnational dimensions, there remains

reveals that there are three main themes in the

much to discover about the Scottish connection

discourse on refugees in Canada, mainly refugees

and its diverse impacts. Join us for a day of

as “threat,” “fraud,” and “economic burden.”

presentations featuring the study of Scottish

Professor Evie Tastsoglou, will treat these

heritage in Quebec and Canadian history by

themes as social constructions and “ideal types”

scholars from across the country.

and will investigate how Canadian judges utilize
the “un/deserving refugee” discourse in their

April 6th, 2018 |12-5PM

decisions; what the meanings of this discourse

McGill Faculty Club, Billiard room

are; and how such meanings impact on judges’
rulings.

To see more information or to register,
click here.
March 26th, 2018 | 12-2PM
Leacock building, Room 638

To see more information, click here.

More events...
MARCH 21-24 | ISP: Indigenous Knowledge Holder Series with Ryan McMahon
Community collaborations and partnerships through academic events, workshops, and community
presentations. See the calendar of events here.

APRIL 19 | The Friends of the Library: 2018 Hugh MacLennan Lecture with Louise
Penny
Get an inside look at the challenges and choices involved in writing the Inspector Gamache series of
mystery novels with award-winning, world-renowned Quebec author, Louise Penny. To learn more, please
click here.
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